
GO-Box

Austria

Invoice frequency: Weekly, afterwards
Transaction frequency: Every 2 days
VAT rate: 20%

Blocking: The GO-Box can be handed in at a GO Point of Sale in Austria or you can send it back 
to Asfinag. Pay attention, you can only block the MSTS Tolls card, which is linked to the GO-
Box, not the GO-Box itself
Vehicle change: The GO-Box is linked to a license plate and must be changed at 
a GO Point of Sale in Austria
Stolen or lost: Via MyTolls you can only block the MSTS Tolls card, which is linked to the GO-
Box, not the GO-Box itself
Defect: You can hand in the defective GO-Box at a GO Point of Sale in Austria. There, you can 
purchase a replacement GO-Box with your MSTS Tolls card

www.mststolls.com

Coverage

Summary

Invoice information

Mutations

Delivery time: The GO-Box can be picked up at a GO Point of Sale at the border of Austria 
and Germany. The order, done through MyTolls, expires after 3 months
Order through: http://www.mststolls.com
Deposit: No
Possible discounts: There is a difference in the day rate and the night rate between  22.00 
and 05.00
Contract: No
Order form: No

Details

For registering Austrian toll, the driver can choose from 2 kinds of GO-Boxes, namely: the 
Prepaid GO-Box and the Postpaid GO-Box.

A GO-Box must be linked to a way of payment, in our case, the MSTS Tolls card. 

The registration of the Austrian toll can also be linked to the German OBU. This is called the 
Toll2Go system. In order to register a vehicle for Toll2Go you must have an active MSTS 
Tolls Card.

Within 2 weeks after picking up a GO-Box, you must upload the registration 
documents, proving the Euronorm classification to the Afsinag website. If the Euronorm 
classification is not mentioned on the registration certificate, a Cemt / Cop document is 
needed. You can upload it directly to the website of Asfinag http://www.go-maut.at.

If Asfinag was not able to register the documents within these 2 weeks, the GO-
Box will be blocked. The driver will risk fines when driving the Austrian roads.

If the GO-Box has been ordered via MyTolls, the vehicle documents will be 
automatically sent to Asfinag in Austria.
If you do not use the Postpaid GO-Box anymore, you can return it to the following address: 

ASFINAG Maut Service GmbH
OBU-Retouren
Rosenbach 130
9183 Rosenbach, Austria

http://www.mststolls.com/
http://www.go-maut.at/
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